SWE’s Invention Convention Mentoring Program

Mentor Young Women Inventors in Engineering and STEM!

In partnership with local Invention Convention programs, SWE Sections can connect with their local Invention Convention to mentor young women inventors who are already predisposed toward inventing their future.

Your Opportunity
- **Grow local pipeline of engineers.** SWE Sections can grow their local workforce engineering pipeline by being a spark for young women.
- **Build your Section’s local outreach with minimal effort.** Your Section can build a K-12 outreach program by partnering with a local organization that is already embedded in schools and has trained teachers in the engineering design and inventing processes.
- **Promote your local SWENext Club.** Mentoring is a great way to engage with these young women and encourage their interest in your SWENext efforts.
- **Visit schools.** Have your members visit a local school to excite all young students and be that engineering role model for the young girls in the audience.

How to Get Started
1. Fill out and submit the attached contact form. We will research the best local Invention Convention Affiliate contact for you, given your interests, and make the connection.
2. Connect with your local Invention Convention Affiliate contact, start the conversation and decide on a course of action.
3. Enjoy the fruits of your engagement as you inspire future young women inventors.

Your Obligation
- **Coordinate your Section members.** Organize your members for this mentoring opportunity, and confirm they follow through with their commitments to mentor.

Find out more at:
- swe.org
- inventionconvention.org/swe